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All of Toads albums received some
level of critical acclaim, such as the
NMEs 1999 four-star review in which
they were described as, "A welcome
addition to rock history," and a tiny
mention in Rolling Stone magazine,

where they were said to have the best
music video of 1999. Despite this the
band seemed to endure its share of
problems and personal life choices,

culminating in the departure of original
bassist Scott McCaughey in 2001, after
which Phillips went solo. Toad The Wet

Sprocket! The proverbial swan song
from Glenn Phillips. Although their

songs are dense and atmospheric, and
are rarely easy to hear and

understand, they are often very
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enjoyable and catchy. This album has
both of these features. The songs are
very solid and come at you from all
angles. They are also all very very

good, which can be a rare thing. All the
songs are strong but the best of the lot
are Walk Don't Run, All at Once, Knee
Deep, and You. Also, the intro song,

You're Not Alone, is very melodic and
really suits the whole album. I

especially love the interlude in the
middle of You're Not Alone because it

is very good and makes the song stand
out more. Also, the songs are all

lyrically darker than they have been in
the past. They start out melodic and

open up, and then become slowly more
menacing as the songs go along. White
Walls, Blacks, No More is the final Toad

album. It is quite the collection of
songs, ranging from haunting ballads
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(White Walls), to more aggressive, rock-
based songs (Black), to straight up
hard-rock songs (No More). The last

days of Toad. There are many
members of this band but its what
once was that is left. A strong and

energetic sound under the covers, has
been sung by the likes of Paul Meany,
Glen Phillips, as well as many other

people. Tracks from this album include
Be Young, On My Mind, Love Is

Strange, and many more. Many of the
songs on this album have a similar

sound to the Toad the Wet Sprocket
album, but they are also a little more
rock-oriented. Tune in to see if this

album gets you in the mood for Toad
the Wet Sprocket! :P 5ec8ef588b
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